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THOMAS, KAYDEN PAGE 04

of Nanette C. Jensen, et al.

Number 09/855,208

C aims 1-20 are currently pending in the present application. The Final Office

Actj >n m ailed on December 28, 2004 rejected claims 1-4, 7-10, 13-16, 19, and 20 under

35 | LS.C . §103(a) as being unpatentable over US Patent 5,902,994 to Lisson et al. in

vie\^ of I S Patent 4,945,225 to Gamgee and US Patent 6,642,492 to Shlota et al. Also,

claijis 5 6, 11, 12, 17, and 18 have been rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a)as being

unpj deniable over US Patent 5,902,994 to Lisson et ai. in view of US Patent 4,945,225

to
<j
amgse and US Patent 6,642,492 to Shiota et al, and further in view of US Patent

4,9q 2,20 3 to Uebbing et al. Applicants appeal the decision of the Examiner in rejecting

claii is 1 20. For the reasons set forth herein, Applicants respectfully submit that the

rejq ;tion of the pending claims 1-20 should be overturned by the Board of Patent

Appj sals

II.

beirjfa

12,

Paty nt

Patent

et a

III.

viev

G BOUNDS OF REJECTION TO BE REVIEWED ON APPEAL:

c aims 1-4, 7-10, 13-16, 19, and 20 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as

unpatentable over US Patent 5,902,994 to Lisson et al. in view of US Patent

to Gamgee and US Patent 6,642,492 to Shiota et al. Also, claims 5, 6, 1 1

,

7, a|id 18 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. §1 03(a) as being unpatentable over US

,994 to Lisson et al. in view of US Patent 4,945,225 to Gamgee and US

,492 to Shiota et al, and further in view of US Patent 4,982,203 to Uebbing

5 902,

6 642,

C

beirjtj un

Al IGUMENT:

aims 1-4, 7-10, 13-16, 19, and 20 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. §1 03(a) as

>atentable over US Patent 5,902,994 to Lisson et al. (hereafter "Lisson") in

of L S Patent 4,945,225 to Gamgee (hereafter "Gamgee") and US Patent

6,641 ?,49 > to Shiota et al. (hereafter "Shiota"). Also, claims 5, 6, 1 1, 12, 17, and 18

havj been rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable over Lisson in view

of G^ imgie and Shiota, and further in view of U.S. Patent 4,982,203 issued to Uebbing
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(he reafter "Uebbing"). The following discussion is in reply to the Supplemental

Exdlnine r's Answer of May 1 7, 2006.

is noted that on page 3, the Supplemental Examiner's Answer cites Gamgee at

coltjfnn *

, line 61 to column 2, line 10 and states the following:

1 his section of Gamgee explicitly indicates that the apparatus is operative
"to cause the output signal to reach the saturation fever and indicates that
once the saturation level is detected, the compensating circuit will then be
of >erative to maintain the signal below the saturation level."

A )plicant respectfully disagrees. Once again, the interpretation that Gamgee

deticts t le saturation reads far too much into the discussion of Gamgee. In particular,

the ;tate nent above relays an understanding of Gamgee that somehow it "detects" the

satij -atioi level, and then the compensating circuit is operative to maintain signal below

letetited saturation level.

Applicant wishes to restate the entire relevant portion of Gamgee including the

e pc irtion along with a specific explanation as to what is taught. In particular, in

colufnn '
, lines 46 through column 2, line 10, Gamgee states as follows:

"According to the present invention there is provided a discriminating

aj paratus for discriminating a radiant information signal from a radiant

background signal on which the information signal is superimposed, the
di ^criminating apparatus including an incident radiation sensing means
se nsitive to an incident radiation signal comprising both the radiant

in brmation signal and the radiant background signal and operative to

generate an output sensing signal of a level related to the intensity of the
in adent radiation signal, the sensing means having a variable operating
pc int determining the operating characteristics thereof, and detector
m ?ans responsive to the sensing signal to detect in the sensing signal a
ra iiant information signal component superimposed on a background
ra iiation signal component, the sensing means being operative to
ge nerate an output signal of a magnitude related to the incident radiation
le 'el up to a saturation level of the output signal, any increases in incident
radiation level beyond a radiation level necessary to produce said
saturation level do not produce significant changes in magnitude of the
oc tput sensing signal, the discriminating apparatus over a range of radiant
be ckground signal intensities which can be sufficient to cause the output
sijjnal to reach saturation level without adjustment of the operating point of
th a sensing means, the discriminating apparatus including a
compensating circuit operative in response to any variation in background
ra iiation intensity level within a desired range to adjust the operating point

3
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the incident radiation sensing means so as to maintain the level of the
sAnsing signal below the saturation level."

T te following will discuss the above portion of Gamgee in the appropriate

secjjons The above paragraph begins as follows:

"According to the present invention there is provided a discriminating
apparatus for discriminating a radiant information signal from a radiant
background signal on which the information signal is superimposed, the
discriminating apparatus including an incident radiation sensing means
si nsitive to an incident radiation signal comprising both the radiant
in brmation signal and the radiant background signal and operative to

g< aerate an output sensing signal of a level related to the intensity of the
in :ident radiation signal,. .."

Ai
;
set forth above, Gamgee states that the present invention provides for

the
|

liscr minating apparatus that discriminates a radiant information signal from a

bac ;groimd signal. In this respect, the information signal is superimposed on the

rad mt background signal. The discriminating apparatus includes the incident

radi rtion sensing means that is sensitive to the incident radiation signal that

incli des soth the radiant information signal and the radiant background signal.

The sending means is operative to generate the output sensing signal of a level

rela ed to the intensity of the incident radiation signal. Thus, the sensing means

is o erat ve to generate an output that is proportional to the intensity of the

inciflent i adiation that falls upon it.

6 smgee then further states:

V .the sensing means having a variable operating point determining the
of erating characteristics thereof, and detector means responsive to the
se nsing signal to detect in the sensing signal a radiant information signal
cc mponent superimposed on a background radiation signal

ccmponent...."

Tf e above portion simply states that the sensing means has a variable operating

poir
:
tha determines it operating characteristics. In addition, a detector means is

emfj oyei i to detect a radiant information signal component in the signal that was

sup rimf osed on the background radiation signal component. Thus, the sensor

generates a signal from the incident radiation as described above, and a detector

4
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mej ns c etects a radiant information signal component that was superimposed on a

bacj cgro jnd radiation signal component of the signal generated by the sensor.

T hereafter, Gamgee further states:

"t le sensing means being operative to generate an output signal of a
rragnitude related to the incident radiation level up to a saturation level of
the output signal, any increases in incident radiation level beyond a
radiation level necessary to produce said saturation level do not produce
significant changes in magnitude of the output sensing signal,"

ition

T le sensing means that generates the signal from the incident radiation is

ativ^ thus to generate an output signal of a magnitude related to the incident

level up to the saturation level of the output signal. Thus, the circuitry ensures

: sensor stays within its operating range. In this respect, any sensor outputs a

sigrlbl th at generally is proportional to the incident radiation up to its saturation point.

Thq|stati iment that "any increases in incident radiation level beyond the radiation level

y to produce said saturation level do not produce significant changes inssa

in

maj nitu< e of the output sensing signal" simply sets forth the characteristics of the

sen tor ir that once incident radiation has reached the saturation of the sensor then it

will leas 5 to produce a proportional signal.

Thereafter, Gamgee further goes on to state:

the discriminating apparatus over a range of radiant background signal

intensities which can be sufficient to cause the output signal to reach
s* turation level without adjustment of the operating point of the sensing
msans,..."

As set forth above, the discriminating apparatus is operative over a range of

radlfcnt background signal intensities. These signal intensities are sufficient to cause

the >utpi it signal of the sensor to reach the saturation level without adjustment of the

ope atinji point of the sensor itself. In this respect, Gamgee merely points out that the

disc imirating apparatus has an operating range, and that the radiant background signal

inte|sities can cause saturation of the sensor.

Fi lally, the above paragraph of Gamgee ends with the statement that:

the discriminating apparatus including a compensating circuit operative
response to any variation in background radiation intensity level within a

dc sired range to adjust the operating point of the incident radiation

5
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sensing means so as to maintain the level of the sensing signal below the
saturation level."

set forth above, the discriminating apparatus further includes a compensating

circiit. This compensating circuit operates in response to variation in background

rad Jtfor intensity levels within a desired range. In response, the compensating circuit

adji sts tie operating point of the sensor. Thus, as the background radiation increases,

the *)m| >ensating circuit causes the operating point of the sensor to change so that the

lev* of t ie sensing signal is consistently maintained below the saturation level.

Cor seqi ently, the sensor of Gamgee is maintained in a state in which the signal output

is it aani lgful and not a result of saturation of the sensor itself. However, the

con pern ating circuit does this by virtue of its design that operates in response to the

background radiation intensity levels, not by detecting the saturation point of the sensor.

In none of the above portions of this paragraph, does Gamgee actually describe

dettfctinc an actual saturation level of the sensor. Rather, the operation of the sensor is

adji sted by the compensating circuit based on the background radiation in order to

insL *e th at the sensor is not saturate by the input. How would the compensating circuit

kno / th€ saturation level of the sensor? In fact, the saturation level of the sensor is

kno m a s a properly of the sensor itself. The compensating circuit is designed to be

op^ rativs in response to the variation of the background radiation intensity level within

a d^pirec range."

Tl tus, the circuit does not actively detect a saturation range, but rather, it controls

the ipen ition of the sensor itself to make sure that the output of the sensor is

me* ling ul and not the result of saturation of the sensor. Thus, there is no detection of

a si

the

the

;urat on level, the saturation level of the sensor is known at the time the circuit is

des jnec Therefore, Gamgee teaches away from actually employing a circuit to detect

atuifetion level as set forth in claim 1 . Once again, Applicant invites the board to

review th e plain teachings of Gamgee.

In addition, on pages 3-4 in Supplemental Examiner's Answer of May 17, 2006,

:xan finer further states:

"T ne Examiner first asserts that the indication that the sensing means is

op erable "to generate an output signal of a magnitude related to the
incident radiation up to a saturation level of the output signal" indicates

PA(^ 8/12 * RCVD AT 7/13/2006 3:28:02 PM [Eastern Daylight Time] * SVR:USPT0-EFXRF-1/7
1
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of Nanette C. Jensen, et al.

Number: 09/855,208

the sensor does not reach saturation since the output signal is related
the incident radiation up to such a saturation level. The output signal is
1

related to the incident radiation "up to" a saturation level of the output
because any additional incident radiation past such a saturation

does not produce a corresponding related output signal since
saturation has occurred and the output cannot respond as expected after
reaching the saturation level."

tc

only

si jnal

lo /el

A )plicant does not dispute that Gamgee describes operation of a circuit that

genirates an output signal of a magnitude that is related to the incident radiation up to a

satijaticn level of the sensor In this respect, it makes sense to bias or control the

opejation of sensors so as to generate output up to their saturation level without being

satd rated. In this respect, a sensor can generate a meaningful output that is

pro[ orticnal to the incident radiation that fall upon it.

H >wever, the sensors may vary in their saturation level over time, and the

que tion here is: How do we detect what the saturation level is once it has varied over

time Th 3 mere fact that Gamgee teaches that a sensor is biased to output a signal up

to it saturation based upon incident radiation does not translate in to a detection of the

satuptio t level of the sensor. Thus, the observations set forth in the Supplemental

Exa nine
J

sati

the

Ma>

rela 5d tc

s Answer of May 1 7, 2006 relating to the fact that the output varies up to the

atioh level of the sensor does not show or suggest detecting a saturation point of

ensi >r.

In addition, at the bottom of claim 5 of the Supplemental Examiner's Answer of

1 7, >006, it is stated as follows:

T ie Examiner also maintains that the invention of Gamgee teaches a
m rthod for detecting saturation wherein a "sensing means 20 generates,
in response to incident radiation 10, an output signal 21 of magnitude
re ated to the incident radiation level up to a saturation level of the output
sijjnal 21, beyond which saturation level, any changes in incident radiation
lei 'el do not produce significant changes in magnitude of the output
se ising signal 21" thereby describing that saturation is achieved as
in< licated by the detection of an increase in incident radiation that does not
pr xJuce significant changes in output."

Once again, Applicant does not dispute that the output signal is of a magnitude

the incident radiation level and ranges up to a saturation level of the output

7
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of Nanette C. Jensen, et al.

Number: 09/855,208

sed up on the saturation of the sensor. However, Applicant asserts that there

new about operating a sensor up to Its saturation level as described above,

asserts that operating a sensor up to its saturation level does not amount to

what the saturation level is. In particular, once again, the saturation levels are

operties of sensors and the sensors are biased so as to operate accordingly,

if the saturation level of a sensor is unknown as it various over time, then the

i ivention provides for an approach to determine the new saturation level so that

of the system may be adjusted accordingly.

addition, on page 7, the Supplemental Examiner's Answer of May 17, 2006

er slates:

"With respect to the argument that "Gamgee is completely silent with
re spect to the saturation levels of sensors can vary over time", appellant
hs s not indicated as to which claimed limitations require teaching this
fe ature."

e statement to which the Examiner refers simply identifies the fact that

does not contemplate the saturation level of a sensor changing overtime. If

aturfation level of a sensor does not change over time, then why would one have to

"detilct" t ie saturation level repeatedly? Applicant asserts that claim 1 does recite the

step of d Meeting the saturation level . The detection step is performed in claim 1 as the

claiifted i ivention compensates for changes in the saturation level of the sensors over

In his respect, Gamgee does not show or suggest detecting a saturation level of

isor as it is not contemplated that a saturation level of a sensor will not change

time.

In addition, on page 8, it is noted that a paragraph of Applicants previous

argitnen s was removed in the Supplemental Examiner's Answer of May 1 7, 2006 over

above the Examiner's Answer of December 27, 2005. In particular, it appears that

answers are identical with the exception that the paragraph on page 8 is missing.

can1 reproduces this paragraph here as follows:

T le statement that Gamgee "repeats the process up until a saturation
le\ el is detected" is simply incorrect. Gamgee does not teach taking
repeated measurements of radiation at the Examiner contends. Also,
sir ce the compensating circuit of Gamgee operates to minimize or
eli ninate the effect of background light, the sensor can operate within

S
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Jun< 17,

ni )rmal parameters without saturation as described. There is no need to
di rtect saturation at the circuit is designed to avoid it Also as Applicant
hi is stated above, and it might be the case that the desired information
si jnal itself may saturate the circuit due to drifting saturation levels over
tii rie. Gamgee does not address this potential problem."

A >plicant is not aware of the reason why this paragraph was removed and the

Sudblerr ental Examiner's Answer of May 17, 2006 issued as such. In this respect,

AprJJicanJ brings attention to the Board of the change made. It may be the case that this

as the same paragraph was cited again on the next page.

Ai to the remaining portions of the Supplemental Examiner's Answer of May 17,

Applicant asserts that the arguments presented therein appear to more or less

Examiner's position in the Examiner's Answer of November 9, 2005 as well

arguments repeatedly presented by the Examiner described above. In response,

merely directs the board to review the arguments presented in the Appeal

on June 17, 2005 and the Reply Brief filed on November 8, 2005, as well as

•rosicution history before this Appeal was made.

Accordingly, in light of the foregoing. Applicants once again assert that the

claims 1-4, 7-10, 13-16, 19, and 20 by the combination of references

Gamgee is improper and requests that the rejection of such claims be

Also, to the extent that claims 5, 6, 11, 12, 17, and 18 are also rejected by

of references including Gamgee, Applicant requests that the rejection of

ms be overturned as well. In addition, Applicant requests that the rejection of

be overturned in view of the reasons offered in the Appeal Brief filed on

2005 and the Reply Brief filed on November 8, 2005.

nbin ation
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IV. CONCLUSION:

Ir view of the foregoing, Applicants once again assert that claims 1 -20 are in

proBer condition for allowance, and the Board is respectfully requested to overturn the

rejqption 5 of these claims.

jthorization is provided in the documents accompanying this Reply Brief to

ge / pplicant's deposit account for any fees due in accordance with this submission,

fees are required for this Reply to be considered, Applicant hereby

the Board to charge any additional fee that may be required to deposit

account b8-2025.

chs

If a
fly additional

authorizes

Respectfully submitted,

Reg. No. 40,977

Thd nas Kayden, Horstemayer & Risley
OOBGallferia Parkway, Suite 1750

<5A 30339
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